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Vision Statement
Looking at Life, Looking at the World, bearing witness to important events,
watching things hidden, things that will become important, observing and recording
voices and faces of our time, watching and wondering, watching and Learning.

FAMA Collection: Survival Map 1992-1996

The Siege of Sarajevo 1992-1996 Museum – The Art of Living (FAMA Collection)
project is launching a new way of interacting and learning about the phenomenon of
the Siege of Sarajevo by focusing on the Mechanism of Survival vs. Mechanism of
Terror.
The Museum will be a unique depository of human knowledge – where human
ingenuity, creativity and intelligence were captured amidst the urban postcataclysmic realm. It is a heritage snap-shot of faces and voices that have shaped the
longest siege in the modern history of mankind.
The objective is to bring the story of the Siege in juxtaposition with contemporary
events, obstacles, fears and aspirations by mapping-out the facts, evidences, causes
and consequences as educational reflections for 21st century. As such, the Museum
aims to become a symbol and a monument to Human Mind – Achievement –
Survival - Creativity – Ingenuity that was unveiled by Sarajevans during the four
years of multi-level terror for the benefit of a global audience.
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Objectives
We are bridging the gap between cultural differences by working on
Survival as our Common Interest!
As uncertainties of 21st century risk society are spreading across the globe, we are confronted with
difficult questions and choices, and very few answers and options. When looking from this perspective,
the experience of Sarajevo Siege highlights capacity of human mind, body and soul to respond and to
survive a major urban cataclysmic event and defy terror. Suddenly, terms like recycling, adaptation to
change, freedom from fear are trending high on global agenda – even though they were tried and
tested some 20 years ago by Sarajevans themselves. As such, the Museum is in a position to bridge the
gap between fear and hope, and between uncertainty and opportunity by advancing its unique
collection and educational model for the benefit of humanity.

The objectives of the Museum project are as follows:


In today’s world of conflicting priorities, rapidly changing perceptions and unsettling
attempts to disqualify causes & consequences of important events, the Museum will strive
to preserve and protect the integrity of the Siege of Sarajevo 92-96 events as a lesson and
as a symbol for 21st century;



Establish a world-class institution which will become a monument to Human Ingenuity –
Survival – Creativity through its unique collection and new form of education;



Contribute to regional truth and reconciliation process by positioning the Museum as an
educational role-model and a contextual hub for exchange of people and ideas;



Establish global and regional City and Academic Networks as a conduit for the real-time
transfer of knowledge that transcends national, physical and contextual barriers;



Bring home the human scale of events, places and experiences pertaining to the Siege of
Sarajevo ’92-‘96, by communicating Collective Memory with Human Touch;





Inform
Educate
Inspire



Establish a physical and virtual research hub for academics and practitioners;



Launch a new architectural and design concept by mixing the (1) cutting-edge technology
with human-touch; and (2) philosophy of recycling with that of adaptation to change -- as a
platform for new form of learning and knowledge creation;



Honour the experience of ordinary Sarajevans by continuing to collect and preserve
artefacts, voices and faces of the Siege phenomenon for future generations;



Bridge a digital and physical divide between the Culture of Remembrance and the RealTime Quest for Knowledge.

Next Generation of Young People
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Quick Reference Summary
PROJECT:

The Siege of Sarajevo Museum 1992 – 1996

THEME:

The Phenomenon of the Siege of Sarajevo 1992-1996 -- the longest siege in the modern
history of mankind. Preserving, presenting and promoting the Human Experience of
Survival as educational tool for the benefit of regional and global audience.

VISION:

The Museum project is launching a new way of interacting and learning about the
phenomenon of the Siege of Sarajevo by placing its lessons in juxtaposition with
contemporary developments in our global society.

OBJECTIVES:

Inform – Educate - Inspire diverse regional and global audience by establishing a worldclass institution which will become a monument to Human Ingenuity – Survival –
Creativity through its unique collection and new form of education;
Preserve and protect the integrity of the Siege of Sarajevo 92-96 events as a lesson and
as a symbol for 21st century;
Contribute to regional truth and reconciliation process by positioning the Museum as
an educational role-model and a contextual hub for exchange of people and ideas;

FORMAT:
Three-Key Levels

1. Museum facilities & Collection (1) permanent collection; (2) temporary
exhibits & installations; (3) on-going educational projects; (4) research centre,
digital library and archives; (5) real-time links with other cities and institutions.
Permanent facility will be built in Sarajevo, Bosnia Herzegovina
2. Virtual FAMA Collection: multilingual & interactive Educational on-Line Portal
that will be aligned with the Museum -- expanding its outreach and impact
3. Survival Home travelling exhibit: the objective is to bring the Museum’s
experience to cities that are part of the City Network
Project is structured around Five Key-Pillars:
1. Introduction: providing visitors/users with histographic and contextual
background to the phenomenon of the Siege
2. Experience: permanent collection & displays --central core for educational
interaction with 60 thematic units and the Siege matrix

ELEMENTS:
Five-Key Pillars

3. Knowledge: providing environment and resources for in-depth research,
preservation of artefacts & memories; digitisation of new content; whilst
housing the UN-ICTY archives pertaining to the Siege of Sarajevo
4. Sustainability: services and social enterprise model set to provide logistical,
management & financial support for the Museum activities
5. Network: maximising outreach and impact on regional and international levels

OUTREACH:

National – Regional – International
Target Audience: (1) Young People (14-25); (2) General Public – visitors & tourists;
(3) Academia, Research Institutes and Think-Tanks; (4) Museums; (5) Libraries and
Archives; (6) International Organisations, NGOs, Community Groups; and (7) Media
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Project was launched and is being managed by the Consortium of four organisations as
an independent and not-for-profit initiative: FAMA International, MESS, Education
Builds BiH, and Youth Initiative for Human Rights in BH
GOVERNANCE:

PATRON:

NETWORK:

The Museum will continue to exist as an independent institution (a registered
foundation) governed by the Board of Trustees and advised by the members of the City
and Academia networks and Curator Fellowship


City of Sarajevo is the official patron of the project



Project Partner is Municipality Centar – Sarajevo with donation of land for
the Museum

The project aims to establish two key Global & Regional Networks in the process:
 City Network: establish partnerships, links and exchanges with international
and regional cities with the aim to co-create shared value
 Academic Network: establish partnerships with universities, research
institutes, museums, libraries, archives for knowledge exchange



TIME-LINE:






Summer 1992: Original idea was conceived by Suada Kapic in the besieged
Sarajevo when she launched FAMA’s Survival Art Museum project
1992-2010: during this period FAMA Authors have assembled the largest
independent Collection on the phenomenon of the Siege of Sarajevo in the world
October 2010: the Consortium was formed and the Museum Project was initiated
2010-2012: Work in progress on Virtual FAMA Collection. Establish the City
Network. Launch and manage the Fundraising Appeal
5 April 2012: Launch Virtual FAMA Collection and the City Network in Sarajevo
2012/2013: Start the building work

Open the Museum: 2014/2015
LAUNCH:

SUSTAINABILITY:

CONTACT:

Launch Campaign: Following the launch, we will conduct a proactive 12-month global
campaign to put the Museum on the map, attract as many visitors and digital users as
possible, establish Academic Network, kick-start educational projects, secure links with
variety of stakeholders and initiate Curatorship Fellowship
The Museum aims to apply a three-tier sustainability approach:
 Apply a Social Enterprise model -- generate as much of its own income as
possible, from sale of tickets, FAMA publications, special events and projects;
 Secure annual gift-in-kind funding from BH State-owned-Enterprises – aim is
to cover all the utility bills (electricity, gas, water), local taxes, landscaping,
telephone (mobile, landline, Internet) – which amounts to 1/3 of the budget
 Spearhead partnerships with individuals & institutional philanthropic entities
by securing donations for core costs, special educational & research projects
Principal Contact Person:

Suada Kapic, Author of the Project

Principal Contact Email:

info@famacollection.org

FAMA Collection website:

www.famacollection.org

Video Presentation Link:

http://vimeo.com/23039488
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Siege Experience in Voices
Extracts from FAMA Video Oral History ‘The Siege of Sarajevo 92-96’

“On 4 May 1992, the 60-km-long circle around
Sarajevo was finally closed. If you divide 60,000
„These were terrible times ... the
meters by 2,100 pieces of artillery, you arrive at a
times of canisters. If you were
figure of one piece of artillery deployed at every 35
carrying four five-liter canisters
meters. For comparison's sake, when the Russians and
tied onto your back with a belt,
Americans took Berlin in 1945, they calculated that
you would arrive home with your
the distance between their artillery weapons along
back completely wet.“
“Can you
the frontline had been 50 meters!”
„Once I even fed to the fire the
imagine that
thick volumes of "Quiet Flows the
we delivered
Don" by Mikhail Sholokhov ... „
babies in
candlelight!”
“We were unable to prevent the
demolition of the city, but we
“We simply could not go
have nevertheless managed to
anywhere because of sniper
„After we shielded ourselves
put up a different type of
fire. They lurked after us as
visually, they started using
resistance, in order to keep the
if we were hunting game.”
silencers on their snipers. We
spiritual life of the city alive and
simply did not know what
pulsating. If we were to allow it
more to do to protect
to die spiritually, Sarajevo would
ourselves. We then asked
“I personally went to
then really become a dead city.”
UNPROFOR to place these
a dozen lunches or
containers as shields.“
dinners where guests
“When you were
were asked to "pick
“Sport was yet
afraid,
you
said
so.
their lunch or catch
another form of
When
you
loved
their dinner.”
“I simply could not bear to
resistance ... it
somebody,
you
also
watch the children play out
meant that
said
that
aloud.
When
there with the shells exploding
Death was not
you needed help, you
all around them ... and so I took
“All citizens of
reigning in
were
not
ashamed
to
them to my place where we
Sarajevo were on the
Sarajevo.”
ask for it ... “
death row, and no one rehearsed Romeo and Juliette.”
knew when the
sentence would be
“We used every inch of space
executed. A death
“All that hard work during the war made
... windows, balconies or
penalty for the guilt
me feel good and helped me stay normal ...
strips of soil next to the
unbeknown to us. “
I think that I retained my sanity only
house. We grew seedlings in
because of all that physical activity ...”
everything we could find.”
“Cigarettes were the only
„To go on living in the city, to go on being creative ...
currency whose value remained
throughout the siege, to the citizens of Sarajevo this
unchanged throughout the siege
meant as much as bread, medicine or water. The theatre
of Sarajevo.”
was like an oasis of illusion, an illusion that normal life
still existed. I deliberately use the word 'illusion' because
you were gripped by it for only two hours.“
“And this is when I officially
announced that the blockade of
Sarajevo was finally lifted”!
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Background Information
The Siege of Sarajevo 1992 – 1996
On April 5, 1992 Sarajevo, the capital of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, was attacked. The city which lies
in the valley of the Miljacka river is surrounded by
mountains on which 260 tanks, 120 mortars and many
weapons of smaller caliber where placed – all pointing at
the city. The Yugoslav People’s army, aided by the Bosnian
Serbs, surrounded the city and started to tighten the circle
around 500,000 citizens. On May 2, 1992 the city was
completely blockaded. A part of the city was occupied and
the part which could not be conquered was exposed to a
barrage of shelling and artillery fire.
Every day the city was hit by some 4,000 shells – targeting, among others: hospitals, schools, mosques,
churches, synagogues, maternity hospitals, libraries, museums, and the places where the citizens stood in
lines for bread and water. The aggressor destroyed the Post Office and the city was left without
telephones, its water, gas and electricity supply was cut. The food supply was fast disappearing. The
cemeteries were expanding. Yet, amidst all this destruction and suffering, Sarajevans have shown to the
world the power of survival as they continued to work, create, and maintain their cosmopolitan principles
amidst all the odds. As such, Sarajevo became a powerful symbol and a lesson for future generations.
On March 19, 1996 the aggressor left the occupied district of the city - Grbavica - which was the last part of
the city to be returned to the government of Bosnia and Herzegovina under the Dayton Peace Agreement.
Over 10,000 persons were killed in Sarajevo – close to 1,600 where children. More than 50,000 persons
were wounded, a great number of whom remain invalids. The siege of the city lasted from May 2, 1992 to
February 26, 1996 or 1,395 days, which is the longest siege in the modern history of mankind.

FAMA Collection
“FAMA Projects” (originated by FAMA Authors in Sarajevo)
are considered to be the largest independent Collection of
multi-media projects pertaining to the Siege of Sarajevo
(1992-1996) and related events in reference to the Fall of
Yugoslavia (1991-1999) in the world. Over the years, the
collection has grown, amidst impossible conditions (the
siege and post-war transition), in variety of pioneering
concepts, topics and international acknowledgments. In
addition to its scale, historical-educational importance and
mapping approach to ‘documented documents’ &
collective memory, the Collection itself, projects a new
approach as to how facts & evidence can be documented, and causes and consequences of the events
mapped-out in a genre that is accessible to a wide-spectrum audience. Currently, all the projects are being
digitised and integrated through highly interactive on-Line educational platform known as FAMA Collection
In turn, FAMA Collection, FAMA Projects and FAMA’s Know-How will be donated to the Museum by FAMA
Authors with the objective to form the permanent collection, digital library, archives, educational platform,
context and the essences of the Museum. By communicating Collective Memory with Human Touch, we
aim to align the Culture of Remembrance and the Real-Time Quest for Knowledge. In today’s world of
conflicting priorities, rapidly changing perceptions and unsettling attempts to disqualify causes &
consequences of important events, FAMA Collection and the Museum are in a unique position to bridge the
current gap between the need for orientation, information and education by mapping-out causes and
consequences of the past events in juxtaposition to modern times.
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The Road-Map: 1992 - 2012
Then: Survival Art Museum
Back in summer of 1992, amidst total destruction, one structure was being raised within the besieged
Sarajevo – that of Survival Art Museum (SAM). This project was the beginning of FAMA’s objective to
collect, preserve, contextualise, package and display the phenomenon of the Siege for rest of the world.
Two years later, as it was impossible to ship SAM outside the siege boundaries, the rest of the world was
invited to Sarajevo, as temporary structure went on display in the city centre. But it was not until 1996 that
SAM was able to transcend physical boundaries by presenting its concept and collection in Tokyo, Japan.
For past 19 years, FAMA authors have worked diligently to preserve the memory and integrity of the Siege
phenomenon, with the objective to materialise a permanent ‘The Siege of Sarajevo Museum.’

Now: the City Network & FAMA Collection
In the autumn of 2010, a Consortium was formed by four founding
organisations with the objective: (1) to galvanise support and secure
funding for development and building of a permanent ‘The Siege of
Sarajevo Museum’ that will house/host a permanent Collection,
interactive displays, educational projects, a research centre, archives
and related events; and to (2) digitise FAMA Collection and set up a
highly interactive web-based educational portal for its content.
Currently, the Consortium, under the patronage of the ‘City of
Sarajevo’ is seeking to establish a global & regional ‘City Network’ by aligning the Museum project with
cities and city-networks that already have and/or are seeking to establish special relations with Sarajevo.
The aim of the Network is to (1) align the Museum with cities through real-time link, education and youthexchange projects and (2) invite cities to contribute to the fundraising appeal. Official launch of the
Network will coincide with the global premier of FAMA Collection -- set for 6th of April 2012 in Sarajevo.

Tomorrow: the Siege of Sarajevo Museum
2012 is important milestone, both for the city of Sarajevo and
FAMA Collection as we prepare to mark a 20th anniversary of the
Siege. The Consortium sees this as a unique opportunity to lay-down
the foundations for what will become a distinguished world-class
institution – The Siege of Sarajevo 1992-1996 Museum. The aim is to
formalise the City Network and secure all the necessary funding so
that building and collection work could commence in late 2012 -- as
we seek to have the official opening in 2014. What has started as a
local initiative with global outlook back in 1992, now it has a real potential to materialise a global initiative
in a local setting by building a monument to a human survival. In addition, it will provide a unique
environment for educational exchange of people and ideas in the context of truth & reconciliation process.
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FAMA Collection: Scope & Scale

Most comprehensive Video Oral History collection on the Siege of Sarajevo 92-96 - it contains 50 hours of unedited and 30 hours of edited video material in form of 990 individual interviews following (day-by-day)
chronology of Sarajevo siege (March ’92 – March ’96) on multiple-levels (political, civilian, military, religious,
humanitarian, ordinary citizen, cultural and practical survival);
Launched first and only compilation of cross-related projects that have tackled the phenomenon of the Siege of
Sarajevo 92-96’ as the educational model for 21st century;
Only ever conducted Questionnaire – Survey – Research: in reference to ordinary Sarajevans, and their
experience of life under the Siege. Providing personal testimonials and unique insight (on multiple levels) into
survival under the siege of 4,637 individuals characterised by respondent’s 4 key characteristic (city district /
age / gender / profession) – and answers to 31 standard questions;
Pioneered cross-Regional approach to Knowledge Transfer and Truth & Reconciliation with publishing and
broadcasting of its key Projects across the countries of the former Yugoslavia;
Contains around 10,000 textual data units pertaining to different topics, geo-locations and conceptual formats
for the period between 1991 and 1999;
Pioneered ‘Mapping, Documented Documents & Documentary Animation Methodology’ in depicting and
presenting some of the most complex historical events in a popular genre for the benefit of global audience:
Siege of Sarajevo; the Fall of Yugoslavia; Negotiations of the Dayton Peace Accords; History & Making of
Kosovo; and Srebrenica Genocide;
Over 3,000 visuals (photographs, videos, drawings and illustrations) depicting the Siege of Sarajevo 92-96 on
different levels, topics and city districts;
Acknowledged for its Educational and Historical value as the single and most comprehensive collection of
projects tackling the Phenomenon of Survival as lessons-based juxtaposition to obstacles and opportunities of
the modern times (climate change, recession, small-scale wars and terrorism).
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PROJECT: The Siege of Sarajevo Museum
Why
The Siege Museum will be a unique depository of human knowledge – where human ingenuity, creativity
and intelligence were captured amidst the urban post-cataclysmic realm. It will be a Heritage snap-shot
of faces and voices that have shaped the longest siege in the modern history of mankind.
Before it was encircled in 1992 and besieged for four years, Sarajevo was a typical cosmopolitan and highly
urban European city. The sheer scale and scope of destruction, showed how the ‘end of civilization’
unfolded in front of global audience via 24/7 international news coverage. Sarajevo experience has shown
that when structures of our modern lives collapse, all it remains is the ingenuity of the citizens to use their
mind when facing something ‘New’, as they stood on the ruins of the ‘Old.’ In the process, citizens have
discovered new basic civilization elements. Recycling and work became the law of survival. Whilst, the
creativity the very foundation of sanity. This capacity to adapt to the consequences of such catastrophe
may be traced to ancient survival mechanism that enables the human race to continually evolve as it faces
ever more risks. It is sometimes called a ‘post-traumatic growth’ -- whereby external disasters may shake
us, but they can also make us more resilient and equally determined not to give up. The Museum aims to
become a homage to human experience and ingenuity that was exhibited in impossible conditions as a
powerful lesson and as a symbol for rest of the world.

What
Organisationally and contextually, the Museum will be structured on three levels. Even though, each will
function in its own realm, when connected together they will form an effective matrix that will enable us to
fulfil our set objectives. As such, the following section will highlight key attributes in greater detail:




Level 1: Museum facilities & Collection in Sarajevo
Level 2: Virtual FAMA Collection
Level 3: Travelling ‘pop-up’ Survival Home exhibit

LEVEL 1: Museum facilities & Collection in Sarajevo
The aim is not to go for the ‘Bilbao’ architectural effect in anticipation that mere design of the building itself
will attract the attention. In contrary, in our way of thinking, it is the Collection itself that will guide both
the philosophy and execution of the architectural solution. By successfully mixing high-tech with humantouch under the over-reaching philosophy of recycling, adaptation and self-reliance we aim to design a
facility that will: (1) house the permanent Collection; (2) encourage high-level of user-interaction with
displays; (3) communicate philosophy of Survival and Adaptation at every step of the way; (4) provide
environment for educational and research activities; (5) link the Museum with rest of the world in real-time
through educational activities, events and technology; and (6) launch a new architectural/design trend.
In addition to building a unique structure, we also have the opportunity to re-generate the area around the
museum. Sarajevo has very few public spaces in the city centre due to its geography and dense urban
planning. As such, rather than fencing off the facility from its environment, we aim to integrate the
Museum with its surroundings and provide citizens with additional lifestyle extension. Such approach will
be of great benefit for young people who lack space and opportunity for safe and productive socialising.
The following schematics will help communicate the core elements of the Museum building – whose role in
the constellation is self-explanatory:
10

Main Elements of the Museum

THE MUSEUM BUILDING
Key Elements / Sections:
SUSTAINABILITY

KNOWLEDGE

EXPERIENCE

KNOWLEDGE

SUSTAINABILITY

Entrance &
Exit area

Temporary
Exhibit area

Research

Offices

Museum Cafe

Amphitheatre

Core of the
Museum:
Permanent
Collection

Museum Shop

Education &
Training area

Digital Library
Archives

Service area
NETWORK

PUBLIC SPACE surrounding the Museum
The project will regenerate the area in the City Centre for the benefit of its inhabitants and young people

LEVEL 2: Virtual FAMA Collection
“FAMA Projects” (originated by FAMA Authors in Sarajevo) are considered to be the largest independent
Collection of multi-media projects pertaining to the Siege of Sarajevo (1992-1996) and related events in
reference to the Fall of Yugoslavia (1991-1999) in the world. Over the years, the collection has grown,
amidst impossible conditions (the siege and post-war transition), in variety of pioneering concepts, topics
and international acknowledgments. In addition to its scale, historical-educational importance and mapping
approach to ‘documented documents’ & collective memory, the Collection itself, projects a new approach
as to how facts & evidence can be documented, and causes and consequences of the events mapped-out in
a genre that is accessible to a wide-spectrum audience. As such, the virtual Collection will provide valuable
virtual (web-based) extension to the physical Museum by allowing the users around the world to interact
and learn about the phenomenon. Once the Museum building is fully operational a Virtual Tour extension
will be added, so that users can engage with the Museum and its activities in the real-time. Please note that
we can provide a detailed Project Proposal and budget for this particular module.

Collection will be organised on three-levels:


Five Key Elements: (1) Interactive Siege Chronology module; (2) Contextual Index; (3) Educational
module (interactive map and thematic-linking); (4) FAMA Projects Collection; and (5) Video OralHistory (30 hours – 987 interviews).



Real-Time User Engagement & Educational Outreach platform (social media campaign; real-time
web followers; new content; news; highlights)



Supporting Tools (language options; User’s Guide; acknowledgments; technical support; contact)
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LEVEL 3: Travelling ‘pop-up’ Survival Home exhibit
In normal set of circumstances a ‘Shipping Container’ is viewed as a symbol of Globalisation – Freedom of
Movement – Trade, but in Sarajevo during the siege, where there was no freedom of movement, trade or
links with the outside world -- the shipping container was re-fitted to suit a different purpose! It became a
Shield against the Invisible Enemy – that of a Sniper that was lurking from the hills.
Then

Now

The aim of a travelling ‘pop-up’ Survival Home exhibit is to package the philosophy of the Museum within a
shipping container, so it can be deployed and displayed in the centre of a ‘host-city’ as a temporary
educational installation. In turn, this will help us attract public attention, reinforce our partnership with the
host-City; establish real-time link with Sarajevo and promote educational attributes of the Museum project.
The idea is to dispatch several ‘pop-up’ installations simultanesuly in order to generate more impact.
Whilst, the Museum will provide the exhibit module, host-City will be expected to cover costs relating to
transport and hosting.
This initiative has two-tiers:
1. pre-Opening stage: use to galvanise support for the project, generate awareness; establish links
with host-City and support the Fundraising Appeal;
2. post-Opening stage: use as the real-time link between the Museum in Sarajevo and cities /
educational institutions around the world. It will be managed as on-going initiative that is
constantly upgraded and updated to reflect the changing realities.

Five-Key Pillars
Conceptually and organisationally, the Museum will be organised around Five-Key Pillars which will
function as individual modules, but together they will form an effective operational platform:
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INTRODUCTION:
The aim of this Pillar is to provide histographic and contextual background for each visitor/user as
introduction to the phenomenon of the Siege of Sarajevo. Before, visitor/user starts to engage with the
collection, interactive displays, archives and information; it is essential to provide them with a background
to the story in order for them to understand the causes and consequences of this event. In the process, a
large-scale interactive map of Sarajevo under the Siege and Mobile Applications (augmented reality
feature) will be deployed to make this phase as informative and interactive as possible.

EXPERIENCE:
This Pillar refers to the permanent Collection, a core of the Museum -- comprised out of 60 individually
crafted Thematic Units, symbolically representing a particular Level/Layer of the Siege experience. Each
unit, will house a particular object, a story, an interactive content, or it will provide interaction with a
particular topic/theme – exposing invisible links and unique ‘Survival Tip’ for the future. Although, each unit
can function in its own right, combined together, they will form a ‘Full-Picture’ of what it meant to be under
the siege. In the process, this labyrinth of different experiences will, in a way, re-create the urban setting as
visitors will move through the tunnel, secret passages and along protection elements. At the end, when all
the units and corners were explored in their individual context, the user will climb to the Platform
(symbolically depicting the view from the hills) in order to grasp the full-picture, by gazing over the
Collection below him. Only then, can one even attempt to grasp the scale and scope of the explored
phenomenon by observing its multi-layers in one snap-shot.
The ‘Factor-of-Surprise’ will be maintained throughout the Collection, resembling the true nature of the
Siege, as such, each time a Visitor opens the door to the unit or ends up in a certain area of the Museum,
he will not know what is awaiting for him behind the next door/corner. Whether, he will be able to learn
how to make French fries without potato, how to train for a marathon under a sniper fire, how to reflect on
mental & cultural survival, or how to operate under a candle light will make the whole experience so much
more valuable and interactive. By using specially designed Mobile phone application, visitor will be able to
access additional data and information on every element of the Collection by deploying its augmented
reality feature.
By mixing ‘Human-Touch’ (a stove made out of traffic light) with ‘High-Tech’ (a touch screen with 3D
animation) we will allow the visitor to observe the artefact, engage with information, and learn how to
apply the survival tips in its own form of adaptation to changes in our contemporary societies. By
interacting with content, the Visitor will follow the chronology of the siege; explore its causes and
consequences (oral history); experience, for a moment, as what i means to be ‘besieged’; and reflect on life
& death. Whilst on a practical level, the visitor will learn how to: find water where there is no water;
generate light without electricity; materialise heating when there is no fuel; listen to the music by riding
one’s own bicycle; plant a survival gardens with vegetables; or design fashion creations from UNHCR
protective plastic foil and stage a cat-walk show.
KNOWLEDGE:
As they exit the permanent Collection, visitors/users will have additional opportunities to expand on their
interest and quest for knowledge. Therefore, this Pillar will be formalised to provide additional educational
experiences/projects, research platforms and access to archive depository:


Research Centre: aim is to create a regional hub for research pertaining to the events that have
occurred on the territory of former Yugoslavia in the period between 1991 and 1999. As such, it will
strive to contribute to regional truth & reconciliation process by encouraging the exchange of
people and ideas;
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Digital Library: will contain extensive data and information from FAMA Collection, FAMA Projects,
the Museum’s permanent & temporary collections and related educational projects which
visitor/user can access and interact in a more research friendly environment;



Archives: the Museum will continue to preserve artefacts and voices & faces of Sarajevo Siege on
behalf of the citizens of Sarajevo. As on-going activity, collected items and information will be
curated, digitised and fed back into the Digital Library and Exhibits modules as on-going initiative.
For example at one stage, the Museum will launch a campaign to digitise a Personal Diaries from
ordinary Sarajevans. In addition, the Museum, in partnership with SENSE Agency, will become the
official depository for the UN War Crimes Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (UN-ICTY) – housing
their archive material and court documents pertaining the Siege of Sarajevo;



Temporary Exhibits: the Museum aims to launch an annual Curator Fellowship, whereby one or
several world-renowned curators (from cities that belong to the City Network) will be invited to
launch a particular thematic focus, set-up a temporary exhibit/installation and devise
complementary educational initiative. For example, one may focus on the role of Bikes in survival,
whilst other, may test macroeconomic theory in the siege economy;



Amphitheatre: will be used to host (1) special Debates on variety of topics that connect Siege
experience with contemporary events; (2) guest lectures series; and (3) education related activities;



Educational Training: seminar style facilities will be deployed to offer specialised educational
training to young people and other audience.

SUSTAINABILITY:
As stated previously, the Museum aims to deploy effective form of management and utilise its supporting
facilities and potentials to generate as much of income as possible in order to sustain its operational costs.
As such, this Pillar is more about the strategic and organisational concept that would turn facilities and
protocols into opportunities for the management team to assure the sustainability of the institution. In
addition to administrative offices, support framework and storage, this section also contains two important
venues whose objective is to provide the (1) visitors with additional experience; and (2) reinforce
Museum’s income-generating strategy:
 Museum Shop: will sell popular FAMA Projects (maps, guides, DVD) and additional publications
and products relating to permanent and temporary collections;
 Museum Cafe: a small rest-stop allowing the visitor to taste a ‘Siege Cookbook’ – have a coffee
without Coffee beans, or a cake without sugar.

NETWORK:
The Museum idea was started back in 1992 as a Local-Initiative with Global-Outlook; in 2013-2014 we hope
to materialise a Global & Regional outreach within a Local-Setting. In order to connect the Museum in the
real-time with global audience it is essential to establish the City and Academic Networks which will enable
us to formalise partnerships, co-operate on new projects and most importantly attract wider global
audience. As a magnet that keeps other four-pillars elevate in their own setting, the Network Pillar will
provide the Museum with a platform and legitimacy to further its cause on a regional and international
levels.
For detailed information about the Network modules, please refer to the relevant section in this document.
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How
At this stage of project development, it is still too early to present a final architectural blueprint and design
concept for review. However, in order to communicate some of the key conceptual points, creative
directions and location attributes, this section will aim to provide a quick insight into philosophy of the
Museum as a model for new form of ‘creative-fusion’ that draws the inspiration from the human ability to
re-cycle and re-adapt the original purpose of an object.

Objectives of the Architectural & Design concept:


The philosophy of the Collection: Re-cycle; Re-use; Re-fit; Re-purpose; and Re-adapt will be guiding
architectural and design principles and features;



We will ‘practice what we preach’ by using sustainable and recycled materials in construction and
interior and in development of the exhibit units;



Internally, the aim is to re-create the ‘besieged’ factor (multiple-layers of the phenomenon); and
externally to connect the Museum in real-time with rest of the world through facade screens;



The building itself has to communicate how lessons from the past are providing solutions for the
future: where Human-Touch approach meets High-Tech platforms for knowledge-transfer;



‘Then – Now – Tomorrow’ mantra will be incorporated into architectural and design solutions, as
we will draw the inspiration from the Siege experience in order to build a monument to human
ingenuity as a platform from which tomorrow’s challenges can be re-assessed.
Fusion: Human-Touch & High-Tech
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Location
The City of Sarajevo – City Centre Municipality has kindly donated a plot of land (5,000 sq m) in the heart of
the city for the purpose of building the Siege of Sarajevo Museum. This is considered to be a prime location,
as it’s on the main traffic path that connects the City Centre with the Parliament Square. As such, it is highly
visible and easily accessible on foot, by car and public transportation.

Location
back in 1992-1996

Old Town
City Centre

BH Parliament
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Architecture & Design:
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Who
In this section we are addressing the issue of (1) Governance – as to who is behind this initiative and future
structure of the Museum; and (2) reflecting on the profile of the key-target audience. As stated in the
‘Road-Map’ section, the origins of the project can be traced back to summer of 1992 when Suada Kapic
(FAMA Projects Author) has launched the ‘Cultural Survival’ concept by building the only new structure in
Sarajevo amidst total destruction – known as the Survival Art Museum. For past 19 years FAMA team has
worked diligently to collect, materialise and contextualise this Collection with the objective to eventually
build a permanent Museum in Sarajevo for the benefit of regional and global audience. In the autumn of
2010, four organisations (FAMA, MESS, OGBiH and YIHR BH) have come together with the objective to
launch the Museum project, provide a governance umbrella for the initiative and secure necessary funding
for its implementation. Soon after, the City of Sarajevo / Mayor of Sarajevo has officially backed the project
by becoming the Patron of the initiative. Currently, the Consortium is proactively working on galvanising
support on national, regional and international level with the objective to launch the City Network as a
partnership, knowledge-transfer and fundraising model for the project.
Therefore, it is important to emphasise that this is an independent initiative which is not aligned with any
political parties, government or ideological movements. It is, and it will continue to operate as independent
entity (registered foundation) and it will be governed by the independent Board of Trustees. During the
fundraising and implementation stages (2010-2013/2014), the project’s not-for-profit platform will be
organised in the following manner:

Governance Structure: Launch and Implementation stage

FAMA

MESS

OGBiH

YIHR BH

CONSORTIUM
Registered Foundation

Patron:

The City of
Sarajevo

Support

CITY
NETWORK

Fundraising

ACADEMIC

Project Partner:

Municipality
Centar - Sarajevo

Implementation Phase
Temporary Teams

Curatorship

Architects

Management

Builders

Editors

Designers

Communications +
Launch campaign

Logistics

Education
specialists

High-Tech &
Web specialists

Support Staff

Landscaping
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MEMBERS of the CONSORTIUM

FAMA International
has been operating in Sarajevo since 1990; it is a striving force behind the FAMA Collection (originated by
FAMA Collection Team in Sarajevo); which is considered to be the largest independent Collection of multimedia projects pertaining to the Siege of Sarajevo (1992-1996) and related events in reference to the Fall of
Yugoslavia (1991-1999) in the world. Over the years, the collection has grown, amidst impossible conditions
(the siege and post-war transition), in variety of pioneering concepts, topics and international
acknowledgments. In addition to its scale, historical-educational importance and mapping approach to
‘documented documents’, historiography & collective memory, the Collection itself, projects a new
approach as to how facts & evidence can be documented, and causes and consequences of the events
mapped-out in a genre that is accessible to a wide-spectrum audience.

MESS
the International Theater Festival (MESS) is the oldest theatre festival in the Balkans and has been held
since the 1960s. The event attracts various international theatre groups as well as some of the most
prestigious names of world theatre. For almost two weeks each October, the festival becomes a venue for
world artists to exhibit their art forms and have the opportunity to work with other artists in order to
explore and nourish artistic creation. By gathering these artists together and sharing their talents with
Sarajevo's community of arts patrons, the festival feels it is making a contribution to the city's and regional
evolution. Since its establishment, throughout the days of siege and until today, MESS has remained a
cultural and a historical phenomenon. The most important goal of the festival is to promote and advance
the cultural particularity of the region, which includes openness to different ideas, views and artists from
East and West, North and South. Affirming these aims, Festival opened new venues, such as Festival
premiers, World MESS, Mittel Europe MESS, MESS for kids, MESS workshops, and Memory Module.

Education Builds BiH (OGBIH)
for almost 15 years, the Association "Education Builds Bosnia-Herzegovina" has been helping children of
victims of the 1992-95 war in Bosnia-Herzegovina, as well as disabled and talented children, to successfully
complete their schooling and become productive members of society. In pursuing our mission Children of
war victims – our permanent concern, OGBiH have kept wide open the door of the house at Dobojska street
4 for those in need of moral and material support. Thanks to the work of one staff member and dozens of
volunteers, OGBiH had allocated more than 28,000 scholarships and distributed school materials, clothes,
shoes, food, ceramic boards, computers and other teaching aids to young people in need.

Youth Initiative for Human Rights in Bosnia and Herzegovina (YIHR BH)
train young people to critically think of the society and to get actively engaged in changing it. YIHR BH
builds new links amongst young people within Bosnia and Herzegovina, especially in terms of inclusion of
divided communities and encouragement of Europeanization of the Western Balkans through regional
cooperation of young people from different countries of the former Yugoslavia. The organisation supports
and encourages young people of BiH to promote social and political action related to issues relevant to
young people. Such promotion includes advancement of the 1992-1995 BIH war remembrance culture,
advocating for human rights protection, minority rights, and promotion of issues related to EU integration
processes and democratisation of the Western Balkans region.

Permanent Governance framework
Once the Museum is built, the institution will have a permanent governance structure which will continue
to operate as a registered foundation. As such, it will be governed by the Board of Trustees –
representatives from the founding Consortium; the City of Sarajevo and the City and Academic networks. In
addition, the Board of Trustees will seek advice and guidance from three Advisory Committees (City &
Academic Networks and Curator Fellowship) – further reinforcing institutional capacity to devise a longterm strategy for the Museum. Management team will be in place to run daily operations, implement
Board’s decisions and strategic objectives, and report back to the Trustees.
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Permanent Governance Framework

The Siege of Sarajevo 1992-1996
MUSEUM
Independent Institution: registered Charity / Foundation
GOVERNING BODY
Management
Team

Board of Trustees
President

Chair
Trustees

One Representative from each entity
Sarajevo

MESS

FAMA

YIHR BH

OGBiH
Edu.net

City.net
ADVISORY COMMITTEES
CITY
NETWORK

ACADEMIC
NETWORK

Curator
Fellowship



President is a permanent representative from FAMA Authors – acting as a guardian of FAMA Collection,
FAMA Projects and FAMA Know-How which forms the core of Museum’s collections and archives.



Chair is a rotating position which will be fulfilled by one of the Trustees on rotating basis – although
Chair/Trustee position is a dual role, it will be occupied by one representative with the right to one vote.

Who – Target Audience:
The Museum aims to attract and engage with highly diverse audience on a City, National, Regional and
International levels as we believe that its message, concept and content can cater to the needs and
interests of individuals and institutions across the spectrum. As such, we have highlighted several particular
groups which we would like to define as our key-target audience:
(1) Young People (14-25) – secondary & high-school, universities and colleges;
(2) General Public – in particular Sarajevans, foreign tourists and regional visitors;
(3) Academia, Research Institutes and Think-Tanks;
(4) Museums;
(5) Libraries and Archives;
(6) International Organisations, NGOs, Community Groups;
(7) Key Web Influencers and New Media;
(8)Traditional Media
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When
The following Time-Line provides an effective chronological snap-shot of how initiative is evolving from its
humble steps back in summer 1992 until present day – whilst highlighting future milestones:

Date

Activity / Milestone

Summer 1992

Survival Art Museum ’92 launched in the besieged Sarajevo

Summer 1994

Survival Art Museum ’94 presented in the besieged Sarajevo

Summer 1996

Survival Art Museum ’96 presented in Tokyo, Japan

1992 - 2010
October 2010
November 2010
2011
April 2011
30 May 2011
May 2011

FAMA Collection is developed
First meeting between Suada Kapic (FAMA) and Dino Mustafic (MESS)



The Consortium launched – terms of reference agreed
Work on Virtual FAMA Collection starts and continues throughout 2011

Preparations for public launch
 The City of Sarajevo becomes a Patron of the Project
 Sarajevo City-Centre Municipality donates the site for the Museum
Official launch of the initiative with a press conference in Sarajevo
Grant from the U.S. Embassy in Sarajevo for Virtual FAMA Collection
Preparation work

June 2011
August 2011
September 2011

Presentation to the city of Barcelona – Government of Catalonia – the
International Network of Museums for Peace in Granollers
Campaign for ‘Regional City Network’ starts – contacts established with Dubrovnik,
Vukovar, Zagreb, Belgrade, Novi Sad, Podgorica and Skopje
Presentation to the city of Vienna and the Museum of Vienna, Austria

October 2011

Grant from National Endowment for Democracy for Virtual FAMA Collection

October 2011

Presentations to the city of Istanbul and city of Bursa in Turkey

2011-2012





Work on FAMA Virtual Collection
Preparing grounds for the City Network
Managing the Fundraising Appeal

5 April 2012

20th anniversary of the Siege event in Sarajevo:
 World Premier of FAMA Virtual Collection – interactive presentation
 3D Mapping projection on the future location of the Museum

2012/2013

Building work to start

2014/2015

Official opening of the Museum!
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‘Re-’ Philosophy

- Act

Re

- Educate
- Use
- Cycle
- Invent
- Think
- Fit
- Purpose
- Connect
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The City Network initiative
Why
It is obvious that this is a unique and unconventional project which also requires unique and more
innovative approach when it comes to establishing partnerships, galvanising support and securing
necessary funding. Clearly, in order to achieve global outreach and attract highly-diverse audience, the
Museum will strive to put the NETWORK principle at the heart of its activities. Therefore, the Mayor of
Sarajevo and the Consortium of the project would like to invite other cities, institutions and stakeholders,
from different parts of the world, to support the Museum project, by aligning themselves with proposed
City Network and Academic Network as a platform for new form of partnership – the Bank of Knowledge!

What
At this stage of development, priority will be given to development of the City Network, whilst the
Academic Network will be structured closer to the official opening of the Museum, as we seek to prepare
the platform for knowledge-transfer across the network. It is important to clarify that the Academic
Network will seek to attract variety of stakeholders: (1) Universities; (2) Individual Scholars; (3) Museums;
(4) Libraries; (5) Archives; (6) Research Institutes; and (7) Think-Tanks. In addition, the City and Academic
networks will be aligned with each other, as we will make exceptional efforts to establish primary links with
institutions and relevant stakeholders that are based in our partner-cities. In that way, the City Network will
continue to evolve in sustainable and effective manner.
The City Network is envisioned as a new form of collaboration among the cities that share same values;
concerns; and determination to tackle new 21st challenges with innovative solutions. In the context of this
particular project -- its narrative, philosophy, lessons and objectives – the Cities will share the same
platform whose aim is to:
 Protect the integrity of the events as a symbol and as a lesson for peace, truth & reconciliation,
tolerance and multiculturalism;
 Promote positive exchange of ideas and people as a counterbalance to changing realities;
 Engage in collaborative knowledge-transfer as a form of adaptation to 21st century risk society;
 Inform – Educate – Inspire the next generation of Young people.

Co-Creating Shared Value!
How
Even though, at this stage of development, the emphasis is on (1) launching the Network; (2) galvanising
the support; and (3) inviting Cities to assist us with the Fundraising Appeal – the overreaching objective of
the City Network is its sustainability factor. We see this platform as the opportunity to strengthen ties with
cities through education and knowledge-transfer for the benefit of all parties involved in the process. As
such, each City will have the opportunity to:








Become a part of a unique Network, whose platform is set to counterbalance 21st challenges with
lessons from the phenomenon of the Siege of Sarajevo;
Play proactive role in strategic development of the Museum through the Advisory Committee;
Host a travelling (pop-up) Survival Home exhibit for the benefit of its citizens and educational
institutions;
Connect with the Museum in the real-time – integrate educational projects with local activities;
Foster youth exchange programme between the two cities;
Take part in high-profile Museum Debates hosted in Sarajevo with global outreach.
Galvanise local support and contribute to the Fundraising Appeal.
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Who
The Network will welcome both the individual cities and already established city-networks to join the
initiative. Whilst, this is a Global Network, a particular emphasis will be given to regional outreach due to its
importance for the truth & reconciliation process across the territory of the former Yugoslavia. That said,
we are also aware that some cities have already established relationship with Sarajevo, whilst some may
not; as well, as that some cities may be more proactive with the proposed initiatives, and some may not. As
such, we would like to present a three-tier organisational model, in an effort to align each city’s
expectations and capacities with scope and scale of the Museum project:
CITY LEADERS
Principal City: International
Principal City: Regional
Fellow City

The City Network
Museum: City Network Advisory Committee
Museum: Board of Trustees
MUSEUM
As a member of the Network, each City will have the opportunity to join the Advisory Committee and have
input into the governance framework. Each year, one City will be elected (for 1-year) to represent the
Network on the Board of Trustees -- assuring good governance and high-level of transparency. Overall, we
are confident that this proposed structure will allow every city to find its place in the Network, whilst
enhancing Museum’s overall governance framework. It is important to note that the more detailed
Network protocols will be drafted in upcoming months. Three-tiers are designed to accommodate different
needs, capacities and expectations, so that no City is left behind:


CITY LEADERS: these cities are recognised as international hubs; they have well developed international
programme and activities; they are keen to align their own City-Brand with progressive and innovative
projects such is the Museum; they have financial resources to make substantial contributions towards
Museum’s Fundraising Appeal; they have or seek to establish more constructive links with Sarajevo;
they have capacity to integrate educational & knowledge-transfer benefits and opportunities of this
project within their local realm; they are interested to host ‘Survival Home’ travelling exhibit.



PRINCIPAL CITY: this category operates on two-level: (1) international; and (2) regional (former Yugoslav
countries) – as such, these cities are recognised as regional hubs or as major cities in south-east Europe;
they are keen to align their own City-Brand with progressive and innovative projects such is the
Museum; they have medium-level financial resources to make contributions towards Museum’s
Fundraising Appeal; they have or seek to establish more constructive links with Sarajevo; they are
interested to integrate educational & knowledge-transfer benefits and opportunities of this project
within their local realm.



FELLOW CITY: they are keen to align their own City-Brand with progressive and innovative projects such
is the Museum; they are in the position to make a one-off financial contribution (crowdfunding scheme)
towards Museum’s Fundraising Appeal; they eek to establish symbolic links with Sarajevo; they have or
seek to establish more constructive links with Sarajevo; they are interested to integrate educational &
knowledge-transfer benefits and opportunities of this project within their local realm.

When
Implementation period (2010 – 2013/2014) will be used to galvanise support, define network framework in
greater detail, conduct presentations, issue official invitations and, manage the Fundraising Appeal.
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Survival: The Fifth Element
FAMA Collection: Visual Archives Sarajevo Siege 1992-1996
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Sustainability Model
In order to maintain its independence and assure financial security, the Museum aims to apply a three-tier
sustainability approach:


Apply a Social Enterprise model -- generate as much of its own income as possible



Secure annual gift-in-kind funding from BH State-owned-Enterprises



Spearhead partnerships with individuals & institutional philanthropic entities

The Siege of Sarajevo Museum – Foundation: Social Enterprise model
Majority of self-generated income will come from the Visitors themselves. If we take into the account that
Sarajevo is increasingly becoming a tourist destination for foreign visitors – in 2010, it was estimated that
over 150,000 (registered) tourists have visited the city. If you add large numbers of diaspora visits that
number is likely to cross well over 250,000 per annum. Having that in mind, the Museum will aim to
generate its own income in the following manner:


Sale of Tickets: this segment will represent the most important formula of the social enterprise
model, as we will be able to sustain Museum operations by charging for entry at acceptable rates.
In order to increase the number of school-visits and individual students, special rates and subsidies
will be applied.



Museum Shop: thanks to FAMA Authors, the Museum will be allowed to sell original FAMA
projects, such is highly popular Sarajevo Survival Map, Survival Guide, and DVDs. This collection will
be complemented by new products such are postcards, catalogues, guides, and mobile
applications. After deducting production and distribution costs, this will still prove to be an
effective income-generating tool. Also, it is important to note that the Museum will operate, on its
website, an e-Shop for the benefit of its ‘digital’ visitors.



Museum Café: will offer unique selection of snacks, beverages and take-home products to Visitors
based on the ‘Siege Cookbook’ recipes – further enhancing their experience and the ability of the
Museum to secure additional funds.



Special Events: once it’s built, the Museum building will be one of the key architectural destinations
in the city, and as such it will carry a particular attraction for corporate and institutional events. By
providing the Central Hall, the Amphitheatre and Training Rooms to third-parties at charge, the
Museum will be able to generate additional income after official opening hours.

State-Corporate-City Sponsorship
In Bosnia and the City of Sarajevo majority of utility companies are still in state / city ownership. As such,
this represents a unique opportunity to secure State-aid through companies that provide essential services
to the Museum. Therefore, we will strive to secure partnerships with utility companies, whereby they will
provide the Museum with their services/products free-of-charge in return for appropriate corporate
recognition. In the process, it is estimated that this approach will cover 1/3 of the annual operational
expenditure. For example: (1) Elektroprivreda BiH could provide free electricity; (2) Sarajevo Gas free gas;
(3) BH Telecom landline phone, mobile and Internet services; (4) BiH Post – discount on bulk mail; (5)
Vodoprivreda – free water supply; (6) JP Rad – landscaping; and (7) City Waste – waste disposal. Overall this
will constitute as a form of State and City of Sarajevo annual support for the Museum operations.

Philanthropy
Whilst social enterprise formula and state-corporate sponsorships will enable us to raise funds for annual
operational cost, the Museum will continue to engage with individual and institutional philanthropic
entities with the objective to raise funds for special projects such is Curator Fellowship, Academic Network,
temporary exhibits, new research, archives and educational projects.
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Contact

Principal Email Contact:

info@famacollection.org
FAMA Collection website:

www.famacollection.org

Key Individuals:
Suada Kapic

Consortium Member (FAMA); Author of ‘The Siege of Sarajevo 1992-1996
Museum’; FAMA Collection Donor

Dino Mustafic

Consortium Member (MESS); Director of the Project -- ‘The Siege of Sarajevo
1992-1996 Museum’; Director of MESS

Jovan Divjak

Consortium Member (OGBiH); Founder and Director of Education Builds BiH

Alma Masic

Consortium Member (YIHR BH); Director of Youth Initiative for Human Rights in
Bosnia and Herzegovina

Miran Norderland

FAMA Collection Donor; Author of Virtual FAMA Collection
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Annex

FAMA SUPPORTERS / PARTNERS / ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS / COOPERATION:
Among others:

UNESCO; U.S. Department of State (Embassy in Sarajevo); USAID; U.S. Holocaust Memorial
Museum; Japan Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Embassy in Sarajevo); National Endowment of
Democracy; The Washington Post; The New York Times; The Los Angeles Times; NHK – Japan
Broadcasting Corporation; Newsweek International; Figaro Japan; Mainichi Shinbun; Asahi
Shinbun; Tokyo University; University of Colorado; Michigan University; International Crisis Group;
Tokyo Metropolitan Government......

British Foreign Office (Embassy in Belgrade); Random House & Ambassador Richard Holbrooke;
The World Bank; Barcelona Municipality; Universal Bank (Sarajevo); Fund for Humanitarian Law
(Belgrade); German Marshall Fund (Serbia); OEBS (Serbia); Helsinki Committee for Human Rights
(Serbia), Vijenac (Zagreb); Harper's Magazine; Monitor (Podgorica); National Education Assosiation
(USA); Open Society Fund (Sarajevo & Budapest)..........

Library of Congress; American Federation of Teachers; The Michigan Daily; Gente Viagggi
Magazine; Sansusha Publishing; Tvadagar (Holland); Journal Constitution; Vojna (Slovenia); Svijet
(Sarajevo); Oslobodjenje (Sarajevo); B 92 (Belgrade); TV Hayat (Sarajevo); Initiative for Youth,
Serbia; American Library Association; ASCD; Colombia University; CIEE; Center for Civic Education;
NYC Universty; United Nations.......

The Dayton Peace Accords Project; Tokyo Expo 96'; UCLA; U.S. Department of Education;
Copenhagen-Cultural City of Europe; University of Michigen; Vreme (Belgrade); The National
Committee of Japanese Historians; American Association of Publishers; Chicago Tribune; The New
York Book of Review and others......
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